Getting to Kingsknowe you

Nestling on the outskirts of Edinburgh and managed by staunch BIGGA supporter Willie Blair, lies city course Kingsknowe. David White examines this 'wee gem' - when he eventually manages to find it...
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Double figures for Education fund

More good news for greenkeeping as a career as the BIGGA Education and Development Fund presents a plaque to its tenth member ...
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Managing water effectively

David Hemstock looks at the science, rather than the art, of using water for effective golf course drainage ...
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Hayter Challenge Tournament

Heavy rain failed to dampen enthusiasm for the eagerly anticipated final of the prestigious Hayter Challenge Tournament ...
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Students line up for glittering prize

It’s time once again for the Toro/PGA European Tour Student Greenkeeper of the Year Award and eight hopefuls prepare for battle ...
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Departments

FACES AND PLACES

Up to the minute news and views of all that’s happening in our industry - and a challenge for turf cutter historians ...
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LETTERS

Favourable feedback from BIGGA’s new video; more on mowers; how things were in the 1930s; and more in a bumper mailbag ...
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AROUND THE GREEN

Regular updates from our country-wide correspondents. Find out more ...
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Cover picture:

Mike Hughes demonstrates the swing that won him top spot in the Hayter Challenge Tournament.